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am delighted to report that my camera's replaced by a 35-70 f2. I have
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A must read for anyone interested in biotech and genetics. It's the first
book written by a big name stem cell researcher who has spent years

working in a laboratory. Find this book and over 800,000 others at
Half.com By clicking 'Sign Up Now', you confirm that you accept the
Terms of Service You agree that you have read and understand our
Privacy Policy and agree to the transfer of your personal data to the
United States, where the privacy laws may be different than those in
your country. If you do not want to do these things, please go back

and click 'cancel' on the agreement page.Q: Nested divs and divs with
position:fixed When I include position:fixed on a div, its parent div's

positioning becomes constrained. To test this I've made two links and
two buttons, the former two in a fixed div, and the latter two in a fixed
div that was left fixed by mistake, but was later removed. As you can

see in the image below, everything is fine when there are no fixed
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divs, and the buttons and links don't move after changing window size.
However, if I turn off the parent div's position:fixed, the buttons and
links are no longer in view. The buttons and links are still there, but
the viewport can't scroll to them. This is my test page: What causes

this, and how do I fix it? Thanks. A: in addition to the white-space
element that's being removed by browser default you also need to set

the user-scalable=no in the viewport meta tag, in order for the
browser to continue viewing the page the way it would if it were not
fixed. $this->_arguments['location'] = $location; return $this; } /** *

Returns the full URL for this API request * * @return string The full URL
for this API request */ public function getUrl() { if (empty($this->_url))

{
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